

1. The following amendments shall be introduced to the list of the data relating to a state secret, approved by Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 1203 of November 30, 1995 on the Approval of the List of the Data Relating to a State Secret (Sobraniye Zakonodatelstva Rossii No. 49, 1995, item 4775; No. 8, 2006, item 892; No. 53, 2007, item 6550):
   a) in the name of the column (State bodies invested with the powers of disposing the data referring to a state secret) after the words "The state bodies" it is necessary to include the words "and organisations";
   b) in Items 7, 11-14, 16, 18 - 20, 22, 24, 25, 29 and 31 the word "Rosatom" shall be replaced by the words "State Corporation Rosatom";
   c) in Items 32-35 after the words "state bodies" it is necessary to include the words "and organisations";
   d) in Item 36 the word "Rosatom" shall be superseded by the words "The State Corporation Rosatom";
   e) in Item 37 after the words "state bodies" it is necessary to include the words "and organisations";
   f) in Item 43 the word "Rosatom" shall be replaced by the words "the State Corporation Rosatom";
   g) in Items 44 and 45 after the words "state bodies" it is necessary to include the words "and organisations";
   h) in Items 53-56, 58, 62, 63, 65, 69 and 71 the word "Rosatom" shall be replaced by the words "the State Corporation Rosatom";
   i) in Item 103 after the words "state bodies" it is necessary to include the words "and organisations";
   j) in Items 109 and 111 the word "Rosatom" shall be replaced by the words "the State Corporation Rosatom";
   k) in the footnotes to the list:
      in footnote 1 after the words "state bodies" it is necessary to include the words "and organisations";
      footnote 2 shall be worded as follows:
      "2. Each state body and each organisation indicated in the present list shall be invested with the powers of disposing the data of the branch (departmental) belonging within the limits of their jurisdiction, and also the
data of other holders of information of the corresponding thematic direction upon their proposal";

in footnotes 4 and 5 after the words "state bodies" it is necessary to include the words "and organisations".

2. It is necessary to include the amendment to the list of strategic enterprises and strategic joint-stock companies, endorsed by Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 1009 of August 4, 2004 on the Approval of the List of Strategic Enterprises and Strategic Joint-stock Companies (Sobraniye Zakonodatelstva Rossiyskoy Federatsii No. 32, 2004, item 3313; No. 48, 2004, item 4768; No. 49, 2004, item 48888; No. 50, 2004, item 5019; No. 4, 2005, item 256; No. 35, 2005, item 3590; No. 37, 2005, item 3739; No. 51, 2005, item 5515; No. 6, 2006, item 672; No. 9, 2006, item 986; No. 11, 2006, item 1164; No. 14, 2006, item 1510; No. 18, 2006, item 1978; No. 19, 2006, item 2071; No. 24, 2006, item 2586; No. 26, 2006, item 2819; No. 42, 2006, item 4351; No. 48, 2006, item 5013; No. 49, 2006, item 5191; No. 1, 2007, item 208; No. 5, 2007, item 634; No. 7, 2007, items 859-861; No. 8, 2007, item 076; No. 9, 2007, item 1062; No. 13, 2007, items 1532-1538; No. 18, 2007, items 2185, 2188-2190; No. 19, 2007, item 2341; No. 23, 2007, item 2747; No. 26, 2007, item 3165; No. 27, 2007, item 3254; No. 31, 2007, item 4018; No. 32, 2007, item 4125; No. 33, 2007, items 4186-4188; No. 34, 2007, item 4209; No. 36, 2007, item 4364; No. 38, 2007, item 4510; No. 43, 2007, items 5173 and 5175; No. 45, 2007, item 5463; No. 48, 2007, items 5950; 5953-5855; No. 49, 2007, item 6131; No. 50, 2007, item 6254; No. 52, 2007, item 6428; No. 53, 2007, item 6551, 6552) by excluding from Section 2 the following position:

```
| 31.1 | The Atomic power and industry complex, the city of Moscow | 100 |
```

3. The following amendments shall be introduced to Order of the President of the Russian Federation No. 151-rp of April 16, 2005 on the List of the Officials of the Bodies of State Power Invested with the Powers of Referring Data to a State Secret (Sobraniye Zakonodatelstva Rossiyskoy Federatsii No. 17, 2005, item 1547; No. 42, 2007, item 5040) and to the list of the officials of the organs of state power invested with the powers of referring data to a state secret, approved by this order:

a) in the name and in Item 1 of the Order after the words "the bodies of state power" it is necessary to include the words "and organisations";

b) in the list:
in the name after the words "the bodies of state power" it is necessary to include the words "and organisations";
to add the words "the Director-General of the State Corporation of Atomic Energy Rosatom".

4. The following amendments shall be introduced to Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 556 of April 27, 2007 on the Restructuring of the Atomic Energy and Industry Complex of the Russian Federation (Sobraniye Zakonodatelstva Rossiyskoy Federatsii No. 18, 2007, item 2185; No. 51, 2007, item 6347):
   a) the list of the Russian Juridical Persons, Which May Own nuclear materials (except for nuclear materials which may be owned exclusively by the federation) (Appendix No. 3) shall be supplemented by Section IV:

   "IV. Juridical Persons Formed in a Another Organisational and Legal Form

   26. The State Corporation of Atomic Energy Rosatom, the city of Moscow";
   b) the list of the Russian juridical persons, which may own nuclear plants (Appendix No. 4) shall be supplemented with Section IV:

   "IV. Juridical Persons Formed in a Another Organisational and Legal Form

   28. The State Corporation of Atomic Energy Rosatom, the city of Moscow".

5. To lay down that pending the approval in the established order by the State Corporation of Atomic Energy Rosatom of the list of the data subject to be made secret, this State Corporation shall dispose of the data comprising a state secret, transferred to it by the Federal Agency of Atomic Energy, in accordance with the list of the data subject to be made secret and approved by the said Federal Agency.

6. The Government of the Russian Federation shall bring its regulatory legal acts into conformity with the present Decree before May 1, 2008.

7. The present Decree shall come into force since the day of its signing.

President of the Russian Federation
Vladimir Putin

Moscow, the Kremlin
April 8, 2008
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